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Grid-Based Method for GPS Route Analysis for Retrieval

RADU MARIESCU-ISTODOR and PASI FRÄNTI, University of Eastern Finland

Grids are commonly used as histograms to process spatial data in order to detect frequent patterns, predict

destinations, or to infer popular places. However, they have not been previously used for GPS trajectory sim-

ilarity searches or retrieval in general. Instead, slower and more complicated algorithms based on individual

point-pair comparison have been used. We demonstrate how a grid representation can be used to compute

four different route measures: novelty, noteworthiness, similarity, and inclusion. The measures may be used

in several applications such as identifying taxi fraud, automatically updating GPS navigation software, op-

timizing traffic, and identifying commuting patterns. We compare our proposed route similarity measure,

C-SIM, to eight popular alternatives including Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) and Frechet distance.

The proposed measure is simple to implement and we give a fast, linear time algorithm for the task. It works

well under noise, changes in sampling rate, and point shifting. We demonstrate that by using the grid, a route

similarity ranking can be computed in real-time on the Mopsi20141 route dataset, which consists of over

6,000 routes. This ranking is an extension of the most similar route search and contains an ordered list of

all similar routes from the database. The real-time search is due to indexing the cell database and comes at

the cost of spending 80% more memory space for the index. The methods are implemented inside the Mopsi2

route module.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, GPS technology has become widely available in consumer devices. Smartphones

count as more than half of total mobile phone sales and many users utilize their phone location

sensing capabilities. The wide availability of GPS-enabled smartphones makes it possible to collect

large amount of location-based data. Such data includes geo-tagged photos, videos, and geograph-

ical trajectories, which we will refer to as routes.

1http://cs.uef.fi/mopsi/routes/dataset.
2http://cs.uef.fi/mopsi.
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Fig. 1. Route novelty relative to the user himself (left) and relative to all users (right). The route is highly
novel to the user, but not for to the rest of the database. Route noteworthiness is useful in the denser area.

Mopsi is a location-based social network created by the School of Computing from the Univer-

sity of Eastern Finland. Mopsi users can find out who or what is around. They can track their

movements, share photos, and chat with friends. Mopsi includes fast retrieval and visualization of

routes (Waga et al. 2013) using a real-time route reduction technique (Chen et al. 2012). Transport

mode information is automatically inferred by analyzing speed variance of the route (Waga et al.

2012). Movement is classified as either: walking, running, cycling, or driving. Stop points are also

detected. In this article, we define four new route measures: novelty, noteworthiness, similarity, and

inclusion.

Novelty measures the amount of unique parts of a route compared to other routes in the database.

Novelty can be useful in several applications. In Zhang et al. (2011), it is needed for identifying

taxi fraud; when the taxi driver takes a longer route than necessary to arrive to the destination.

The given route is compared to other past routes starting and ending at the same locations. If it

has high novelty, the route is labeled as fraud. Another application for novelty is to automatically

update GPS navigation systems existing in many cars nowadays. If a recent route has novelty

compared to the exiting road network, it indicates that the roads in the region have changed and

database-updating methods such as Fathi and Krumm (2010) and Cao and Krumm (2009) should

be executed. In Mopsi, novelty is used to inform users when their route passes though places they

have never visited before. We also verify if other users have frequented the area (see Figure 1).

Route noteworthiness is closely related to novelty. It measures the amount of rarely visited parts

instead of only focusing on the parts that are unique. This measure is useful in places with a large

density of routes so that novel regions rarely exist.

We define two routes as similar if they overlap. The amount of overlap measures how similar the

routes are. Many applications for route similarity exist. One example is to use route similarity as a

component when measuring the similarity between users in a social network. In Ying et al. (2010),

it was suggested that meaningful friend recommendations could be issued in this way. Another

case where route similarity is helpful is when giving trip recommendations. In Shang et al. (2012),

a route is recommended given a set of intended places and a set of textual attributes that describe

the user’s preferences. The similarity measure can also be used to identify ideal places where to

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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build new bicycle paths. In Evans et al. (2013), this is achieved by computing the similarity between

all routes in a database using the network Hausdorff distance. Optimizing traffic is another task

aided by route similarity. In Ying et al. (2009), the similarity measure serves as a distance function

for density-based clustering of segments in order to identify the congestion areas.

There are many methods for computing route similarity. General time series analysis methods

have been used (Hamilton 1994; Agrawal et al. 1993). Techniques based on longest common sub-

sequence (Vlachos et al. 2002a, 2002b) and edit distance on real sequence (Chen et al. 2005) are

more recent directions specifically aimed for analyzing routes. The advantages and disadvantages

for each of these methods have been summarized in Wang et al. (2013) where some methods are

shown to be sensitive to noise while others to variations in sampling rate, the conclusion being

that none of them is flawless but all can be useful, depending on the application. However, all these

measures are implemented by dynamic programming with time complexity of O(N1N2), where N1

and N2 are the number of points in the two routes. We will present a fast and simple approach by

first representing the routes as cells of a 2D grid and then applying set operations. The proposed

method is upper limited by O(K1 +K2), where K1 and K2 are the physical lengths of the two routes

(in meters). The actual cost is smaller, depending on the cell size.

Many applications need to find for a given route the most similar one from the database. A

naïve approach computes similarity with every other route. This results in O(MN2) complexity,

where M is the number of routes in the database and N is the average number of points in a route.

Many similarity computations can be omitted by calculating bounding box of the route. Wang and

Liu (2012) use polygonal approximation to first obtain a quick estimate of the similarity and then

calculate exact measure for the top candidates only. Even then, the time complexity is far from real-

time in areas with high route density. For this task, we present Route Similarity Ranking (RSR)

algorithm, which finds all similar routes in the database for a given input route. It is implemented

in Mopsi where it is used as sport tracker such as jogging, cycling, or cross-country skiing. The

algorithm works real-time on a dataset of 6,700 routes. Users can easily compare stats and analyze

their progress over time. The ranking shows also other users that have completed the same or a

similar route (see Figure 2). Routes with lower similarity can also provide valuable insights. For

instance, Figure 3 shows two 70% similar routes being compared in Mopsi and the knowledge

gained from the comparison.

Finally, we define inclusion as the amount of one route contained inside the other. Unlike simi-

larity, the inclusion is not symmetric. The measure is useful for solving the drive sharing problem

by identifying users that:

(A) can pick up somebody on his/her way,

(B) can be picked up by somebody else on their way.

To speedup the proposed approach, we consider indexing. R-tree (Guttman 1984) has been used to

improve efficiency of spatial queries in several route-searching problems (Yanagisawa et al. 2003;

Frentzos et al. 2007a, 2007b; Güting et al. 2010). GPS points are recorded with varying accuracy,

which depends on several factors such as the device quality and the weather. Typically, when

comparing GPS points, a distance threshold must be set so that points closer than the threshold

are considered identical. With R-tree, it is possible to use range queries in order to obtain the

points closer than the specified threshold. However, when using the grid, the cell size acts as a

distance threshold and points that are mapped to the same cell are considered identical. Because

of this, range queries are not necessary; we do, however, investigate B-tree and Hash (Cormen

2009) indexing methods to facilitate searching the cells.

The proposed measure uses only the spatial aspect of routes; this means that the order of trav-

eling is ignored. For example, two cycling routes in the opposite directions would lead to 100%

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 2. Many similar routes for Joensuu – Liperi – Joensuu cycling track. We can see that several users have
tried it with different outcome in terms of the average speed.

Fig. 3. Two 70% similar routes compared in Mopsi. One route takes a 1km shorter, off-road path. The other
route is quicker, despite the extra kilometer.

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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similarity. In applications where the order matters, a similar strategy as in Chen et al. (2011) can

be used by clustering the routes using the Hausdorff distance (a measure which ignores point

order) and then adding the direction as a separate feature.

2 USING THE GRID

Grids have been used for representing geographical data in the past. In Pang et al. (2013) and

Zhang et al. (2011), grids are used to find patterns in taxi data. In Wei et al. (2012), popular routes

are constructed using the frequency information of grid cells. In Zheng et al. (2010) and Bao et al.

(2012), the grid is used to infer stay areas, which are used to detect points of interest. In Krumm

and Horvitz (2006), grids are shown to be useful when attempting to predict the destination of

moving vehicles.

The above-mentioned examples use the grids to perform frequency analysis in sub-regions of

a given area. We extend the use of the grid to define a similarity measure between routes and to

perform similarity-based retrieval in route databases. When computing similarity of routes, the

grid needs to be finer than in other applications, which typically use cell sizes in the scale of

100 m–1 km.

Constructing a grid with equal cell size on the planet surface is not trivial. In Bao et al. (2012),

the earth surface is partitioned in the scale of 0,001 latitude× 0,001 longitude which equals roughly

111 meters; however, the cells become smaller as they get further away from the equator. For our

purposes, we need a grid with equal size cells everywhere on planet. Otherwise, comparing two

routes will give a different result, depending on the latitude. Grids with equal cell sizes have been

generated in Zhang et al. (2011), Krumm and Horvitz (2006), Pang et al. (2013), and Wei et al. (2012)

but they all use the grid in a small region, typically in a single city. However, in our case, the routes

can be recorded anywhere on the surface of the Earth, land or water; the grid must therefore exist

everywhere.

Military Grid Reference System (MGRS) has the required features: the cell size is constant and it

is defined over the entire planet. It is a standard used by NATO to locate points on the earth. Open-

source solutions3 exist for different programming languages. Time complexity for the conversion

from WGS to MGRS and back is constant.

MGRS is an alphanumeric two-dimensional coordinate system in which locations are identified

independent of vertical position. Like Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), MGRS uses division

of earth into projection zones and computes easting and northing in meters within a designated

zone. UTM divides the planet into 60 zones, each being 6° of longitude in width. For the Polar

Regions (above 84°N and below 80°S) the Universal Polar Stereographic (UPS) convention is used

instead of UTM. For the perpendicular segmentation, bands of latitude (8° high) are used. The first

three characters of the MGRS value for the city of Joensuu, Finland are 35V (see Figure 4). The next

pair of characters identifies a 100 × 100km square within each of the grid zones. Around the edge

of a grid zone these squares are truncated in order to fit. This tedious process makes it possible to

wrap the grid around the planet. Joensuu is located in region 35VPK (see Figure 5).

The remaining part consists of the numeric Easting and Northing values within the 100km

square. MGRS allows 1 of 5 predefined precision levels when choosing the cell length: 1m, 10m,

100m, 1km, and 10km. However, any precision can be easily obtained if the desired cell length

perfectly divides 100,000 (meters). Based on our experiments and typical GPS device accuracy we

chose a cell size of 25 × 25 meters. Larger values result in poorer approximation while smaller

values are vulnerable to GPS error. In Figure 6, we identify a point as 35VPK-1646-1774.

3http://builds.worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/worldwind-releases/1.4/docs/api/overview-summary.html.
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Fig. 4. UTM zones and latitude bands. Jonesuu is in MGRS grid zone 35 V.

Fig. 5. 100 kilometer squares in zone 35 V. Joensuu is in square PK.

3 CELL REPRESENTATION

We define a point on the earth as p = (x,y) where x is the latitude and y is the longitude. An ordered

sequence of these points defines a route R = (p1, . . . , pN). The route can be approximated by set C,

created by mapping each point to the MGRS grid. Algorithm Points-to-Cells shows how this rep-

resentation can be calculated in O(N) time. The WGS-to-MGRS conversion works in constant time.

We use a hashing method to keep track of cells already existing in the representation. With

our 25 × 25-meter-sized cells, a 100 × 100km square results in a grid of size 4,000 × 4,000 cells.

A route consists of pairs of Easting and Northing values that passes through the cells. The same

route may pass through two cells with the same (x, y) but in a different square; for example, MGRS

coordinates 35VPK-1122-1122 and 35VPL-1122-1122. We store every Square ID in a linked list in

the array at the (x, y) position. It is very unlikely that different cells of the same route have the

same (x, y) coordinates. It would require the route to be at least 100km long and to reach the exact

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 6. 25 × 25 meter cells in Joensuu. The highlighted cell is in the center of a small park.

same Easting and Northing values in an adjacent MGRS cell. Thus, the linked lists usually contain

a single element.

Points-to-Cells: Finding the Set of Cells that Approximate a Given Route.

Input: Route R containing N points, cell size L.

Output: Set C.

C← empty list

H← 4,000 × 4,000 array of empty lists

for i← 1 to N do

cell←WGS-to-MGRS (R [i], L)

if H [cell→ x] [cell→ y]]. contains (cell→ Square ID) then

// nothing to do, cell already exists in C

else

C. add (cell)

H [cell→ x] [cell→ y]]. add (cell→ Square ID)

end

end

Gaps can appear in the cell representation when a mobile user is traveling faster than the cell

length divided by sampling interval, or when user moves and the device fails to update the location

or for some other reason (see Figure 7). We generate the cells in the order that the route points

were recorded; if two consecutively generated cells are not adjacent we fill the gap by using linear

interpolation with equation:

y =
y2 − y1

x2 − x1
(x − x1) + y1, (1)

where (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are the easting and northing values of the two cells inside a 100km square.

To fill the gap, the line is sampled along the longer edge of the rectangular region whose opposite

corners are the two cells (see Figure 8). This process requires O(max(|x2-x1|,|y2-y1|)) time.

It is possible that two consecutive cells do not lie inside the same 100km square. Only in these

rare situations we cannot perform the interpolation in MGRS space because the easting and nor-

thing values refer to different subspaces. Instead, we interpolate using the latitude and longitude

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 7. A sample route (left) and the cell representation with cell size 25 × 25 meters (right).

Fig. 8. Different examples where a four-cell gap is filled through interpolation.

Fig. 9. Several 100-meter routes requiring between 1 and 8 cells of size 25 × 25 meters.

values, which we gradually increment and compute the MGRS mapping along the way. Equation (2)

gives an estimate for the number of cells a route contains after interpolation:

cellCount (R,L) =
lenдth (R)

L
. (2)

It is theoretically possible to double the amount of cells when moving along the cell border and

slightly oscillating from one side to another. Fewer cells are possible when the route includes loops

or overlaps itself. Theoretically, an infinitely long route can exist in a single cell just by moving

around in circles within the cell. This kind of behavior is sometimes noticed when the user is

standing still but the GPS signal fluctuates. In Figure 9, we show examples of routes with the same

length but different number of cells. In practice, when computing the cell representation for routes

in Mopsi2014 dataset, a route passes through 37 cells per kilometer, on average (see Figure 12).

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 10. Dilating the cell representation of a route with a square structural element.

Fig. 11. Number of extra cells added from dilation depends on the direction of travel.

Often, points close to each other end up in different cells due to the arbitrary division of the grid.

This can produce errors when comparing routes. In principle, two people walking hand-in-hand

may never share a cell. We fix this problem with morphological dilation with square structural

element (see Figure 10). The extra cells form a separate set Cd, which is treated as a buffer region

when comparing two routes.

When dilating a cell, the number of extra cells to be added depends on the direction of travel

(see Figure 11). Moving diagonally adds five new cells while moving horizontally or vertically adds

only three. The direction is with respect to the orientation of the MGRS 100km square in the area

(see Figure 5), and not to the cardinal direction. Mopsi2014 routes require 135 cells per kilometer,

on average, when the dilated part is included (see Figure 12).

We use a square structural element because it guarantees that points with relative distance less

or equal to L will be considered identical (a different structural element such as cross may not

guarantee this property). The space required to store the complete cell representation, including

the cells from interpolation and dilation, is proportional to the length of the route K. The time

required is O(max(N, K / L)) where N is the number of points.

4 CELL DATABASE

We compute the cell representation for the entire route database. In a dynamic system, the cell

representation generation must be triggered when a new route is recorded. We create a cell data-

base, in which we store entries (Routeid, Cellid, Dilation); the first field is the route identifier, the

second is a unique identifier for the cell (the MGRS cell id) and the last field is a Boolean value

specifying if the cell was obtained from dilation or not. Some example entries are shown below:

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 12. Relationship between the length of the route and the number of cells when L = 25m.

Table 1. Elementary Database Operations and Their
Time Complexities

Operation No index B-tree Hash

Get-Cells O (MQ ) O (log(MQ ) + |C |) O ( |C |)
Get-Routes O (MQ ) O (log(MQ ) + f (c )) O ( f (c ))

Is-Novel O (MQ ) O (log(MQ )) O (1)
Is-In-Subset O (MQ |S |) O (log(MQ ) |S |) O ( |S |)

Route Cell (MGRS) Dilation

3812 35VPK-1649-1768 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1648-1768 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1647-1768 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1647-1768 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1646-1769 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1645-1771 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1644-1772 FALSE

3812 35VPK-1644-1773 TRUE

3812 35VPK-1644-1771 TRUE

6115 35VPK-4412-2117 FALSE

6115 35VPK-4412-2118 TRUE

6115 35VPK-4402-2118 FALSE

We implement four elementary database operations, which will be used later to design our meth-

ods. We can apply B-tree but also hash index because all four operations rely only on strict equality

checks. The time complexities of these four operations are summarized in Table 1. Parameter M is

the number of routes in the database and Q is the average number of cells in a route; MQ equals

to the number of entries in the database. In Mopsi2014, M = 6,779 and Q = 1,693. The search using

B-tree and hash has time complexities of O(log(MQ)) and O(1), respectively.

The time complexity for the Get-Routes operation depends on the number of routes that pass

through the given cell. This number equals to the frequency of the given cell c in the database. We

refer to this number as f(c). In places with a lot of routes, this number increases. For example, the

frequency in the center of Joensuu is 400 whereas the average frequency in the entire Mopsi2014

dataset is 2.

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Get-Cells: Obtain the Precomputed Cells Representing a Given Route.

Input: route rid

Output: sets C and Cd

C ← empty set

Cd ← empty set

rows ← DB: SELECT (Cellid, Dilation) WHERE Routeid = rid

for i← 1 to size (rows) do

if rows [i]. Dilation = TRUE then

Cd. add (rows [i]. Cellid)

else

C. add (rows[i]. Cellid)

end

end

Get-Routes: Obtain the Routes that Pass Through a Given Cell. Rd Will Contain the Routes Whose

Dilated Region Intersects the Given Cell.

Input: cell cid

Output: arrays R and Rd

R ← new array

Rd ← new array

rows← DB: SELECT (Routeid, Cellid, Dilation) WHERE Cellid = cid

for i ← 1 to size (rows) do

if rows [i]. Dilation = TRUE then

Rd. add (rows [i]. Routeid)

else

R. add (rows [i]. Routeid)

end

end

Is-Novel: Check if a Given Cell is Novel in the Database. A Cell is Novel if a Single Route Passes

Through it. We Stop the Search Immediately if a Second Route is Found.

Input: cell cid

Output: Boolean novel

novel ← FALSE

rows ← DB: SELECT (Routeid, Cellid) WHERE Cellid = cid LIMIT 2

if size (rows) = 1 then

novel← TRUE

end

Is-In-Subset: Check if a Given Cell is Part of Any Route in a Specified Subset of the Database.

Input: cell cid and route subset S

Output: Boolean exists

exists ← FALSE

rows ← DB: SELECT (Routeid, Cellid) WHERE Routeid IN S AND Cellid = cid LIMIT 1

if size (rows) = 1 then

exists← TRUE

end

ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems, Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 8. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 13. The novel and overlapping cells of a route when compared against a route database. The dilated
region is considered.

5 MEASURES

In this section, we present four route measures: novelty, noteworthiness, similarity, and inclusion.

We give at least one algorithm for computing each measure and the time complexity is computed

for every one of them.

5.1 Novelty

We define novelty as the proportion of a given route that does not overlap with any other route.

Using the cell representation, it is computed by counting the number of novel cells in the route. A

cell is novel if it is not part of any other route from the database. We calculate the novelty by NOV

algorithm, which performs Is-Novel check for every cell of the route. The novelty is then defined

as the number of novel cells relative to the total number of cells.

Figure 13 shows a route with 30% novelty. The Is-Novel function uses the dilated representation

of the routes in the database; therefore, we do not need to dilate the reference route itself.

NOV: Compute the Novelty of a Route with Respect to the Entire Database.

Input: route rid

Output: novelty

C, Cd ← FindCells (rid)

novelCells← 0

for i← 1 to size (C) do

if Is-Novel (C [i]) then

novelCells ++

end

end

novelty← novelCells / size(C)

It may be needed to compute novelty with respect to a given subset S of the route database. This

subset depends on the application. It can be routes that belong to a certain user, routes recorded

in a given time period, routes starting and ending in specified locations, or routes with a certain
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movement type. S-NOV and NOV-S are two different ways for computing the subset novelty. S-

NOV uses the Is-In-Subset operation. It is the same as NOV but limits the search to the subset S by

using the SQL IN clause. The second one, NOV-S, gets all routes from database that pass through

every cell of the input route by the while loop. Any cell that does not include any other routes, is

labeled as novel. Other cells we refer as active cells. The number of active cells is counted as:

a(c ) =
M∑

i=1

(
|C ∩Ci | + ��

�
C ∩Ci

d �
�
�

)
. (3)

S-NOV: Compute the Novelty of a Route With Respect to a Subset of the Database.

Input: route rid and route subset S

Output: novelty

C, Cd ← FindCells (rid)

novelCells← size (C)

for i← 1 to size (C) do

if Is-In-Subset (C [i], S) then

novelCells–

end

end

novelty← novelCells / size(C)

NOV-S: Alternative Way to Compute the Novelty of a Route in a Subset. Here S is An Array of M

Elements with 1’S Indicating which Routes are to be Considered.

Input: route rid and route subset S

Output: novelty

C, Cd ← Get-Cells (rid)

novelCells← size (C)

for i← 1 to size (C) do

Ri, Rd
i ← Get-Routes (C [i])

isNovel← FALSE

while isNovel = FALSE and items exist in Ri and Rd
i do

r← next item in Ri or Rd
i

if S [r] = 1 and r � rid then

isNovel← TRUE

end

end

if isNovel = TRUE then

novelCells ++

end

end

novelty← novelCells / size(C)

Table 2 contains the time complexities for the three novelty algorithms in case of B-tree, hash

and without indexing. Algorithms S-NOV and NOV-S can both be useful, depending on the appli-

cation. Using one or the other depends on the number of active cells in the region and the size of

the route subset. S-NOV is more efficient in areas with many routes and smaller subsets; NOV-S

is recommended otherwise. This is examined more in Section 6.3.
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Table 2. Time Complexity for Algorithms That Compute Novelty

Method No index B-tree Hash

NOV O ( |C |MQ ) O (log(MQ ) |C |) O ( |C |)
S-NOV O ( |C | |S |MQ ) O (log(MQ ) |C | |S |) O ( |C | |S |)
NOV-S O ( |C |MQ ) O ( |C |(log(MQ )) + a(C )) O ( |C | + a(C ))

Fig. 14. The tracking activity in a region (left) and computing the noteworthiness of the route with respect
to the active region (right). Parameter p = 10% is used in this example.

5.2 Noteworthiness

Concluding that a cell is not novel because another route passes through it can be a too strict

criterion. Figure 14 shows the tracking activity in a region. Some cells are noteworthy because

they are traveled much less frequently than others. We define noteworthiness as the proportion

of the cells that has little to no activity. We compute the noteworthiness using algorithm NTW.

It first computes a histogram, which counts the frequency for each cell. The histogram is then

normalized to the range [0, 1]. The cells with activity less or equal to a parameter p are counted as

noteworthy. The noteworthiness of the route is then calculated as the ratio of noteworthy cells to

all the cells in a route. The algorithm has the same time complexity as NOV-S. A parameter-free

alternative can be constructed by calculating the average activity of the cells within the route and

defining the cells with activity below this value as noteworthy.

NTW: Computing Route Noteworthiness.

Input: route rid, threshold p

Output: noteworthiness

C, Cd ← FindCells (rid)

hist ← new array

//counting frequencies

for i← 1 to size (C) do

Ri, Rd
i ← Get-Routes (rid, C [i])

hist [i]← size (Ri) + size (Rd
i)
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end

normalize (hist)

// computing novelty

noteworthyCells←0

for i← 1 to size (hist) do

if hist [i] ≤ p then

noteworthyCells ++

end

end

noteworthiness← size (noteworthyCells) / size (C)

5.3 Similarity

We define that two routes are similar if they overlap. We use Jaccard index to measure the amount

of similarity. It is calculated as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of two

sets:

J (CA,CB ) =
|CA ∩CB |
|CA ∪CB |

. (4)

We consider the dilation in order to guarantee that points less than L meters away from each

other are treated as identical. We do not dilate both routes simultaneously because it would dou-

ble the distance threshold. Instead, we dilate each of the two routes separately, compute the two

intersections with the original of the other route, and unite the results as follows:

S (CA,CB ) =
|(CA ∩CB ) ∪ (CA ∩CB

d ) ∪ (CB ∩CA
d ) |

|CA ∪CB |
. (5)

BecauseCA ∩CA
d = {} andCB ∩CA

d = {} by definition, we union of the three sets in the numera-

tor is equivalent to the sum of their individual sizes. The denominator can be computed simply by

the sum of the elementary set sizes subtracted by the size of their intersection. Equation (6) shows

an alternative formula after these observations. Figure 15 illustrates the necessary components for

computing the similarity.

S (CA,CB ) =
|CA ∩CB | + |CA ∩CB

d | + |CB ∩CA
d |

|CA | + |CB | − |CA ∩CB |
. (6)

C-SIM algorithm computes the similarity between two given routes. It first retrieves the cell rep-

resentation and then calculates the similarity measure using the cells. Intersection algorithm com-

putes the intersection between two sets efficiently in linear time using the hashing technique

described earlier. The total time complexity of C-SIM is O(NA + NB + |CA|+ |CB|) where NA and

NB are the number of points in the two routes.

C-SIM: Computing Similarity Between Two Routes.

Input: routes RA and RB

Output: similarity

CA, CA
d ← Points-to-Cells (RA)

CB, CB
d ← Points-to-Cells (RB)

cab ← Intersection (CA, CB)

cabd ← Intersection (CA, CB
d)

cbad ← Intersection (CB, CA
d)

similarity← (cab + cabd + cbad) / (|CA| + |CB| - cab)
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Fig. 15. Two routes that are 46% similar. Elementary sets for computing the similarity are depicted.

Intersection: Efficiently Computing the Intersection Between Two Sets of Cells.

Input: sets CA and CB

Output: intersection set X

H ← 4,000 × 4,000 array of empty lists

X ← new set

for each a in CA do

H [a← x] [a← y]. add (a← Square ID)

end

for each b in CB do

if H [b← x] [b← y]. contains (b← Square ID]) then // O(1) time expected

X. add (b)

end

end

5.4 Inclusion

The inclusion measures what proportion of a given route is contained in another. Using the grid,

we compute the inclusion between two routes, CA and CB, as:

I (CA,CB ) =
|CA ∩CB | + ��

�
CA ∩CB

d �
�
�

|CA |
. (7)
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Fig. 16. Two routes A and B so that 61% of route A is included in B and 96% of route B is included in A.

The inclusion is not symmetric and rarely gives the same result when switching the arguments (see

Figure 16). We dilate the second route and normalize the result with respect to the original route.

Algorithm INC has the same time complexity as C-SIM. A preliminary version of the inclusion

measure has been presented in Mariescu-Istodor et al. (2014).

INC: Computing Inclusion of Route RA in RB.

Input: routes RA and RB

Output: inclusion

CA, CA
d ← Points-to-Cells (RA)

CB, CB
d ← Points-to-Cells (RB)

cab ← Intersection (CA, CB)

cabd ← Intersection (CA, CB
d)

inclusion← cab + cabd / |CA|

5.5 Route Similarity Ranking

Route Similarity Ranking (RSR) is an algorithm that finds, for a given route, all similar routes in

a database and ranks them in decreasing order of the similarity. RSR begins by computing the cell

representation for the given route. It then iterates through every cell and finds what other routes

are passing through. For each found route CB, it marks whether the cell belongs to CA∩ CB, CA∩
CB

d or CA
d∩ CB. These numbers are later used for computing the similarity values according to

Equation (7).

The time complexity of the RSR algorithm is O (( |C | + |Cd |) (log(MQ )) + a(C ) + a(Cd )) when

B-tree index is used. If hash index is used, the time complexity is O ( |C | + |Cd | + a(C ) + a(Cd )).
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When no indexing is used, the time complexity is O (( |C | + |Cd |)MQ ). It is difficult to predict how

long the process will run for a given route exactly as it depends on the area where the route is: in a

highly traveled area, it takes longer than in a less traveled area. A definite upper bound is when the

database contains only identical routes; in this case, the complexities become O(MQlog(MQ)) and

O(MQ) for B-tree and hash, respectively. RSR algorithm can be modified to compute the inclusion

values for every route in the ranking since the necessary components: |CA∩ CB| and |CA∩ CB
d|

already exist.

RSR: Computing the Route Similarity Ranking.

Input: route rid

Output: similarityList

C, C d ← Get-Cells (rid)

SC← initialize SetCounter array; // structure defined below

// process input route

for i← 1 to size (C) do

Ri, Rd
i ← Get-Routes (C [i])

for j← 1 to size (Ri) do

SC [Ri [j]]. A ++; SC [Ri [j]]. B ++; SC [Ri [j]]. AB ++;

end

for j← 1 to size (Rd
i) do

SC [Rd
i [j]]. A ++; SC [Rd

i [j]]. B ++; SC [Rd
i [j]]. ABd ++;

end

end

// process dilated part

for i← 1 to size (Cd) do

Ri, Rd
i ← Get-Routes (Cd [i])

for j← 1 to size (Ri) do

SC [Ri [j]]. B ++; SC [Ri [j]]. AdB ++;

end

for j← 1 to size (Rd
i) do

SC [Rd
i [j]]. B ++; SC [Rd

i [j]]. AdBd ++;

end

end

similarityList← new list;

for each rid in SC do

S← (SC [rid]. AB + SC [rid]. AdB + SC [rid]. ABd) /

(SC [rid]. A + SC [rid]. B - SC [rid]. AB)

similarityList.append (rid, S)

end

SetCounter {

A←0; B←0; AB←0; AdB←0; ABd←0;

}

6 EXPERIMENTS

We tested our methods with Mopsi20144 dataset, which is a subset of all routes in Mopsi database

collected by the end of 2014. It contains 6,779 routes recorded by 51 users who each have 10 or

4http://cs.uef.fi/mopsi/routes/dataset.
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Table 3. Mopsi2014 Dataset Summary

Routes Points Kilometers Hours

6,779 7,850,387 87,851 4,504

Table 4. Database Requirements

Entries Index Total

Point Database 7,850,387 (329MB) R-tree (650MB) 979MB

Cell Database
11,477,506 (525MB)

B-tree (429MB) 954MB
Hash (788MB) 1,313MB

more routes. Routes consist of wide range of activities including walking; cycling; hiking; jogging;

orienteering; skiing; driving; and traveling by bus, train, or boat. Routes exist on every continent

except Antarctic. This provides a good evaluation for MGRS, which works well in all regions where

test data was available. Most routes are in Joensuu region, Finland, which creates a very dense area

suitable for stressing the evaluated methods. Table 3 summarizes the Mopsi2014 dataset.

We first computed the 25 × 25 meter cell representation for all 6,779 routes. The cell database

entries include cells obtained from interpolation and dilation. Statistics are shown in Table 4. Typ-

ically, point databases are indexed with R-tree to make range queries possible. If R-tree is applied,

Mopsi2014 would require approximately 1GB of space. The cell database has similar space re-

quirements when B-tree index is used but Hash index uses 80% more space than B-tree. In total,

Mopsi2014 with hash index requires 1.3GB of memory space.

Next, we perform a set of experiments using no index, B-tree and hash, respectively. All ex-

periments were executed on Dell R920, 4 × E7-4860 (total 48 cores), 1 TB, 4 TB SAS HD. We use

MySQL to store the data with B-tree and hash.

6.1 Effect of Indexing on NOV Algorithm

We evaluate the effect of indexing by computing the novelty of 3,000 different routes. The novelty

of each route is computed against the entire Mopsi2014 dataset. We focus only on routes with

|C| < 300 cells (∼8km) because the process without indexing would be very slow.

Results are summarized in Figure 17, where a linear dependency on the number of cells can be

observed. The time complexity for NOV algorithm depends on the number of cells and the size

of the database. The reason for the large variance when no indexing applied is that, in order to

conclude that a cell is novel, we may need to search the entire database (worst case), or stop at the

first other occurrence of the given cell and conclude that it is not novel and this first occurrence can

appear at any point. The variance increases with respect to the number of cells because the search

is repeated for every cell. Based on the results, indexing of the database is essential, although the

speed-up is obtained at the cost of increased space requirements.

6.2 Index-Type Comparison on NOV

We compare the efficiency of B-tree and hash indexing when computing the novelty for all routes

in Mopsi2014. We omit 22 routes with the highest number of cells in order to obtain statistically

significant results. We divide the routes into 11 groups: the first one has routes with less than 1,000

cells, the second 1,000–2,000 cells, and so on. The average processing time and standard deviation

for each group are shown in Figure 18. We observe that hash index is faster than B-tree. This is as

expected from the complexity analysis. The average time for B-tree is 67ms and for hash is 43ms.

Both methods are expected to work in real-time even for very large routes (300km). Hash index
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Fig. 17. Time required for calculating the novelty of 3,000 routes plotted as a function of the length of the
route (in cells).

Fig. 18. Comparing B-tree and hash index by showing the average time and standard deviation for routes
of different lengths (in cells).

requires about 50% of the time from that of the B-tree but requires about 40% more memory (see

Table 4).

6.3 S-NOV and NOV-S Algorithms Comparison

We compare the two algorithms for computing the novelty of a route with respect to a given

route subset. We randomly select a route subset S of size |S| = 15, and compute the novelty with

respect to every route in Mopsi2014 (see Figure 19). The coefficient of determination (R2) indicates

that NOV-S is less dependent on the number of cells than S-NOV. This is expected because time

complexity of NOV-S depends also on the amount of active cells involved in the computation.

We repeated S-NOV and NOV-S algorithms for 50 random route subsets of sizes 10 and 100. The

average processing times are shown in Figure 20. Because S-NOV linearly depends on the size of

the subset, it does not scale well for large subsets. NOV-S does not depend on the subset size.

In reality, a small speedup is expected when dealing with large subsets because the chance for a

cell to be categorized as not novel sooner increases with the subset size, however, the speedup is

insignificant.
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Fig. 19. Comparison of S-NOV and NOV-S running times when novelty is computed for every route in
Mopsi2014 against a random subset S with |S| = 15 routes. Hash index is used.

Fig. 20. Average time for both subset novelty methods when applied on subsets of sizes 10 and 100. The
results are averaged for 50 random route subsets. Hash index is used.

For small subsets (|S| < 20 routes in case of Mopsi2014), S-NOV is faster than NOV-S. This is

because datasets with routes widely spread out will produce less active cells and NOV-S becomes

more efficient. In areas with high density of routes, S-NOV is expected to be useful for larger

subsets.

Some applications may require many novelty computations with respect to a small size of subset.

For example, by computing novelty of every route of a user with respect to his previous 5–10

routes we can measure how much variation exists in the user’s movement. In Mopsi2014, such an

application would require roughly half of the time with S-NOV than with NOV-S.

6.4 Route Similarity Algorithms Scalability Comparison

We compare C-SIM algorithm against the following eight route similarity algorithms: Longest

Common Subsequence (LCSS) (Zheng and Zhou 2011), Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR)

(Chen et al. 2005), Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Zheng and Zhou 2011), FastDTW (Salvador

and Chan 2004), Edit distance with Real Penalty (ERP) (Chen and Ng 2004), Euclidean (L2-norm)

(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 2000), Hausdorff (Rockafellar and Wets 2009), and Frechet (Eiter and

Mannila 1994)). Definitions for all the measures are given in Table 5. We consider all routes with
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Fig. 21. Comparison of the nine route similarity measures in terms of speed.

less than 2,000 points in Mopsi2014 and divide them into 19 groups. The first group of routes have

100–200 points, the second group 200–300, and so on. Then we randomly pair the routes within

each group, and compute the similarity for all the pairs. The average times in every group are

shown in Figure 21.

LCSS, EDR, DTW, ERP, and Frechet route similarity measures are implemented by dynamic

programming and they require quadratic time. The Hausdorff measure requires checking every

point pair between the two routes; thus, its time complexity is also quadratic. Euclidean measure,

C-SIM, and FastDTW all work in linear time, and are therefore an order of magnitude faster than

the others. Euclidean measure is fastest because it only computes a number of distance calculations

equal to the size of the smallest of the two routes. It does not perform any kind of alignment of the

two routes. FastDTW requires additional work for preparing the multi-resolution representation

and processing of every resolution. In this experiment, we set the radius parameter to 1. This

achieves the poorest approximation, but provides the fastest result. Increasing the radius improves

the quality of the solution. If the radius is set to be the size of one of the routes, path will be

optimum, but computation time becomes quadratic again. C-SIM is not monotonously increasing

because the time complexity is linear with respect to the number of cells of the route, which

depends on the distance traveled, and less to the number of points. The average number of points

in a route in Mopsi2014 is 1,158 points. For routes of this length, C-SIM takes 0.5s, which is about

10% of the time taken by the slower method; for instance. EDR takes 5.4s.

6.5 Effectiveness of Route Similarity Measures

We repeat the effectiveness study of Wang et al. (2013) by the following four measures: Frechet,

Hausdorff, FastDTW, and C-SIM (proposed). We investigate how the similarity measure is affected

by the following transformations:

—increasing sampling rate (adding points)

—decreasing sampling rate (removing points)

—adding noise

—random shifting of points

—synchronized shifting of points.

All transformations use the rate parameter. The last three transformations use also a secondary

distance parameter. Wang et al. (2013) used 1,000 taxi routes from Zheng et al. (2009). We mimic
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Fig. 22. Effect of changes in sampling rate on nine trajectory similarity measures.

their experiment by randomly selecting 1000 routes from Mopsi2014, and analyze the behavior of

the measures. We assume that these transformations may occur naturally in a route database due to

the use of different devices, varying GPS weather, and other influences. Therefore, the similarity

between the transformed route and the original is preferred to remain 100%, alternatively, the

distance should be 0 for distance-based measures. We subjectively classify the measures either as

Sensitive, Fair, or Robust, depending on their ability to cope with these transformations.

In addition to this effectiveness experiment, we created an interactive web environment where

all nine similarity measures can be compared in terms of speed and effectiveness. We also provide

an API supporting all nine similarity measures for researchers to use with their own data. Links

are provided at the following address: http://cs.uef.fi/mopsi/routes/grid.

We first investigate the change in sampling rate (see Figure 22). C-SIM measure is affected the

least by the two transformations. C-SIM is not affected at all by increasing the sampling rate be-

cause the cell representation is identical due to the interpolation step. Decreasing the sampling

rate has minor effect on the similarity because of the inability of interpolation to correctly guess

the missing parts of the route. However, the effect is much smaller than that of the other methods.

Specifically, LCSS and EDR are most sensitive to decreasing of the sampling rate though much

less on the increase of sampling rate. To obtain similarity values, we normalize the LCSS and EDR

distances by dividing to the average length of the two routes. DTW and FastDTW are robust to the
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Fig. 23. Effect of nine different similarity measures when adding noise or shifting point locations as a func-
tion of transformation distance. In this experiment, 30% of the points are altered.

increase of the sampling rate but highly sensitive to the decrease. FastDTW distances are slightly

higher than that of DTW because of the approximation errors but the difference is small. Euclidean

distance is sensitive to both sampling rate transformations because the transformed route points

become misaligned to the original trajectory. ERP is a combination of Lp-norms (such as Euclidean

distance) and edit distance. ERP behaves similarly to Euclidean distance for the increase but is ro-

bust for the decreases in sampling frequency. Hausdorff and Frechet are both sensitive to changes

in sampling rate.

We next examine how the measures behave when noise points are added, and when point lo-

cations are shifted (see Figure 23). These transformations depend on a distance parameter. C-SIM,

LCSS, and EDR measures are not affected by point shifting if the transformation distance is small

(L = ε = 25 meters in our experiments). For higher distances, C-SIM decreases proportionally to

the transformation distance. LCSS and EDR similarities will not decrease proportionally to the

distance; ε is simply a threshold when two points are considered identical. The similarity is higher

when transformation distance slightly above ε because points shifted little more than ε meters

away are still likely to match with other points in the vicinity. Noise affects LCSS and EDR more

than the other measures because it causes a change in length of the transformed trajectory. DTW
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Table 5. Summary of the Effectiveness of the Nine Route Similarity Measures

and FastDTW are sensitive to all transformations. ERP and Euclidean measures are highly sensitive

to noise but they are robust for the points shift. This is because when points are only shifted, the

original alignment is not influenced much. Frechet and Hausdorff are sensitive to noise and point

shifting, but less so if the points are shifted in the same direction (synchronized). The similarity

depends linearly on the transformation distance. The results are summarized in Table 5.

6.6 Effect of Indexing on RSR Algorithm

We demonstrate the efficiency of indexing by computing the similarity ranking using RSR algo-

rithm for 1,500 different routes. We choose routes consisting of <100 cells (including dilations)

because the process is very slow when no indexing is applied. In Figure 24, we notice a linear

dependency on the number of active cells. This corresponds to the time complexity analysis.

6.7 Comparison of Indexing on RSR

We compare the efficiency of RSR algorithm by computing the similarity ranking for every route

in Mopsi2014 when using B-tree and hash indexing methods. Routes with large number of active
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Fig. 24. The time required for calculating the route similarity ranking for 1500 routes plotted as a function
of the amount of active cells.

Fig. 25. Comparing B-tree and hash index efficiency for performing the route similarity ranking by showing
the average time and standard deviation for routes with different amounts of active cells.

cells were excluded because they were too few to provide significant statistics. We divide the routes

into 12 groups: first group routes have less than 40 thousand active cells, the second group between

40 and 80 thousand active cells, and so on. The average processing time and standard deviation

for each group are shown in Figure 25. The hash index performs better than B-tree as expected

from the time complexity analysis. Hash index takes less than half the time required by B-tree.

The average time for B-tree is 2.1 seconds and for hash it is 0.9 seconds. With hash index, RSR

performs in real-time (under one second).

7 CONCLUSIONS

We showed that representing GPS routes as cells of a 2D grid provides efficient computation of

different route measures. We presented algorithms for computing four distinct route measures

using the proposed grid-based approach. Time complexity was derived for each algorithm and a

wide array of experiments were performed on a real route dataset: Mopsi2014.
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We compared the new cell-based similarity measure C-SIM to existing measures in terms of

scalability and effectiveness. In terms of speed, it outperforms all compared measures with the

exception of Euclidean; however, Euclidean measure is only suitable when routes have the same

length, which is not often the case. From an effectiveness point of view, C-SIM is the least affected

by changes in sampling rate and performs fairly well under noise and point shifting.

We demonstrated the efficiency of B-tree and hash indexing methods when computing route

novelty, noteworthiness, and the route similarity ranking. All algorithms perform real-time with

the Mopsi2014 dataset. The hash index takes roughly 50% of the time of B-tree but requires 80%

more space. We also presented two strategies for computing novelty and noteworthiness in respect

to a subset of the database, and concluded that NOV-S is the better of these two in most typical

use scenarios.

Future research could be done to improve different aspects of the methods. For instance, inter-

polation may be done by using the underlying road network. Navigation may be implemented by

using the cells and the past activity information from inside each cells. This way, popular routes

should become apparent. Finally, experimenting with different sizes of cell, and computing cell

separate representations at different zoom levels might provide faster processing. These are left as

future studies.
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